PART 1 - GENERAL

1.01 REQUIREMENTS

A. Use standard door sizes and standard frame design to avoid complications when remodeling occurs. Standard size: 3 foot-0 inch x 7 foot-0 inch x 1-3/4 inches subject to code compliance.

B. In general, use metal door frames throughout. Proposed exceptions must be approved by the WSU Project Manager.

C. All paired doors which must lock or latch shall have a keyed removable center mullion post.

D. Doors that open into heavy traffic public areas shall be equipped with relites.

E. Provide kickplates where appropriate.

1.02 RESTRICTIONS

A. Vertical strikes and rod assemblies are not acceptable at Washington State University.

B. Factory-made door-frame combination systems are not acceptable at Washington State University.

C. No door materials shall contain asbestos in any quantity or any form.

1.03 OTHER REQUIREMENTS

A. When replacing doors is required during facility renovations, replace both doors and frames as a paired assembly. Individual reuse of either doors or frames after removal requires approval of the WSU Construction Manager.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS

2.01 METAL STOREFRONT GLAZING/ENTRANCE SYSTEMS

A. Preferred Manufacturer: Kawneer. Proposed alternatives require approval from WSU Construction Services.

PART 3 - EXECUTION (NOT USED)

END OF SECTION